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Abstract

Using traditional semantic data modeling, multi-level
modeling can be achieved by representing objects
in different abstraction hierarchies, namely classifica-
tion, aggregation and generalization. This, however,
leads to accidental complexity, complicating mainte-
nance and extension. Several modeling techniques,
like deep instantiation, powertypes and materializa-
tion, have been proposed to reduce unnecessary com-
plexity in modeling objects at multiple levels. Multi-
level objects (m-objects) and multi-level relationships
(m-relationships) build on these results and provide
a natural, intuitive representation of the concretiza-
tion of objects and relationships along multiple lev-
els of abstraction. By integrating aspects of the dif-
ferent abstraction hierarchies in a single concretiza-
tion hierarchy, they improve readability and simplify
maintenance and extension as compared to previous
approaches. The discussion on conceptual modeling
is complemented by a brief presentation of M-SQL,
a data manipulation and query language for work-
ing with m-objects and m-relationships in an object-
relational setting.

Keywords: Conceptual Modeling, Multi-Level Model-
ing, Multiple Abstraction

1 Introduction

Modeling domain objects at multiple levels of abstrac-
tion has received increased attention over the last
years. It is nowadays also referred to as ontologi-
cal multi-level modeling to contrast it from linguis-
tic meta-level modeling, which relates to representing
modeling language constructs in one or more higher
levels, or meta models. Note that multi-level model-
ing is often associated solely with multiple classifica-
tion levels, while this paper concerns, more generally,
levels in classification, generalization and aggregation
hierarchies.

Objects are frequently organized in hierarchies
consisting of multiple levels. Examples are prod-
uct hierarchies, dimension hierarchies in data ware-
houses, and taxonomies in general. E.g., a prod-
uct catalog may consist of three levels, category,
model, and physical entity. Sample instances of these
levels could be car, porsche911CarreraS, and my-
Porsche911CarreraS, respectively.

Conceptual modeling of such hierarchies is
straightforward if objects at each level are uniform,
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i.e. have the same structure. As information systems
grow in size or previously independent systems are
integrated across related domains, the need to handle
levels of similar, yet non-uniform objects arises. Ob-
jects at the same level in different subhierarchies may
differ from each other. E.g., product models have a
listprice, but car models (i.e., objects at level model
belonging to car, an object at level category) have an
additional attribute maxSpeed.

Non-uniformity may go beyond having differently
described objects at the same level. Sub-hierarchies
beneath two objects at the same level may differ from
each other in that they introduce different additional
levels. E.g., our product catalog may contain a prod-
uct category car, which is described by an additional
level brand (with objects like porsche911) between
levels model and physical entity.

Such non-uniform hierarchies of domain objects
at multiple levels of abstraction can be modeled us-
ing general modeling languages like UML through a
combination of aggregation, generalization and clas-
sification (see left side of Fig. 1 for a simplified UML
representation in which additional level brand is omit-
ted). While, from a static perspective, this UML rep-
resentation does not involve unnecessary or acciden-
tal complexity, the accidental complexity becomes ap-
parent when introducing new domain concepts. Intro-
ducing a single domain concept (such as new product
category car) requires next to introducing an instance
Car:CarCategory to add multiple classes, (in our case
CarCategory, CarModel, CarPhysicalEntity) as well
as associated aggregation, generalisation, and instan-
tiation relationships. Moreover, the same kind of
classes need to be added for each new product cate-
gory entered into our product catalogue. The redun-
dancy and fragmentation caused by following such a
modeling approach complicates maintenance and ex-
tension.

Several modeling techniques have been proposed
in recent years to reduce accidental complexity in
modeling domain objects at multiple levels of ab-
straction. The prevailing techniques are materi-
alization (Goldstein & Storey 1994, Pirotte et al.
1994, Dahchour et al. 2002), powertypes (Odell 1998,
Henderson-Sellers & Gonzalez-Perez 2005, Gonzalez-
Perez & Henderson-Sellers 2006), and deep instantia-
tion (Atkinson & Kühne 2001, Kühne & Schreiber
2007). While these techniques simplify multi-level
modeling and support deep characterisation, they do
not support (or at least do not directly support) non-
uniform sub-hierarchies. Materialization provides for
modeling concrete objects of category objects differ-
ently and comes with a very powerful concept for
property definitions and propagations along the ma-
terialization hierarchy. The powertype approach pro-
vides for describing the common properties of sub-
classes of a class, i.e., one level of the generalization
hierarchy, by powertypes. Ontological meta modeling
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Figure 1: Basic Idea of Multi-Level Objects (simplified), Left: UML, Right: M-Objects

with deep instantiation provides for multiple levels
of classification whereby an object at one level can
describe the common properties for objects at each
instantiation-level beneath that level.

Multi-level objects (m-objects) and multi-level re-
lationships (m-relationships), introduced in this pa-
per, build on these approaches and provide a natural,
intuitive presentation of the concretization of objects
and relationships along multiple levels of abstraction.
The basic ideas of our approach are (i) to encapsu-
late the different levels of abstractions that relate to
a single domain concept (e.g., the level descriptions,
catalog, category, model, physicalEntity that relate
to single domain concept, product catalog) into a sin-
gle m-object (cf. Product with these levels at the
right hand side in Fig. 1), and (ii) to integrate as-
pects of the different semantic abstraction hierarchies
(aggregation, generalization, and classification) in a
single concretization hierarchy. Note that we use the
term aggregation in a broad sense referring to ab-
straction levels both with a typical whole-part flavor
(e.g. city-county-state) or with a materialization fla-
vor (e.g. physical entity-model-category). Further-
more our approach provides a naming scheme to ad-
dress and query metan-classes which are implicitly in-
troduced with the levels of abstractions of a m-object.

A concretization relationship between two m-
objects does not reflect that one m-object is at the
same time an instance of, component of, and subclass
of another m-object as a whole. Rather, a concretiza-
tion relationship between two m-objects, such as Car
and Product in Fig. 1, is to be interpreted in a multi-
faceted way. M-object Car is an instance of m-object
Product with respect to that m-object’s second-top
level, category, and gives values for attributes of that
level, e.g., taxRate. M-object Car is a component of
m-object Product considered as an object of that m-
object’s top-level, catalog. Each level of m-object Car
can be seen as a subclass of the corresponding level
of m-object Product.

Relationships between m-objects are likewise de-
scribed at multiple levels, associating one or more
pairs of levels of the linked m-objects, and are, thus,
called m-relationships. M-relationships can again be
interpreted in a multi-faceted way, once as relation-
ship occurrence (or sometimes also called relationship
instance or link) and once as relationship class (or
sometimes also called relationship type, or set), or
also as meta-relationship class. They take on these
multiple roles depending on what pairs of linked lev-
els one considers and on whether one considers the
linked m-objects in an instance or a class-role. M-
relationships may be concretized along the concretiza-
tion hierarchy of linked m-objects. The richness of
this concise, powerful modeling concept is discussed
in detail in the paper.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 de-
fines requirements for multi-level modeling based on
a sample problem. Section 3 presents the concept

of m-objects and their consistent concretization in
concretization hierarchies. Section 4 introduces m-
relationships. Section 5 outlines a data definition and
manipulation language M-SQL for m-objects. Section
6 gives an overview of related work and compares it to
our approach. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Sample Problem and Requirements

In this section, we present our running example
and discuss requirements for multi-level modeling ap-
proaches.

Example 1 (Sample Problem). A sample online-
store buys and sells products, which are described
on at least three levels of abstraction: physical en-
tity, model, and category. Each product category
has associated a tax rate, each product model has a
list price. Book editions, i.e. objects at level model
that belong to product category book, additionally
have an author. Our company keeps track of phys-
ical entities of products (e.g. copies of book Harry-
Potter4), which are identified by their serial num-
ber. In addition to books, our company starts to sell
cars, i.e. it introduces car as a new product cate-
gory. Cars differ from books in that they are de-
scribed at an additional level, namely brand, and in
that they have additional attributes: maxSpeed at
level product model and mileage at level physical en-
tity. As our sample-online-store specializes on selling
cars of brand Porsche 911, it wants to be able to reg-
ister physical entities of this car brand at the Porsche
911 club. Our company further keeps track of com-
panies that produce these products. Companies are
likewise described at multiple levels: industrial sec-
tor, enterprise, and factory. Producers of cars belong
to a specific industrial sector, namely car manufac-
turer. To track quality problems, our company also
associates with each physical entity of category car
the factory at which it was produced. Thereby, this
factory must belong to the enterprise, which produces
the car model.

To model domains, such as described in Example
1, multi-level modeling approaches may be bench-
marked against how they support the following re-
quirements:

• Multiple levels of abstraction: It should be pos-
sible to describe objects at different levels of ab-
straction. For example, products are described
at levels category, model, and physical entity.

• Extensibility: Multi-level modeling should of-
fer extensibility to model non-uniform sub-
hierarchies, i.e. to add levels, attributes or re-
lationships. For example, cars are described by
an additional level, namely brand, and have ad-
ditional attributes, like maxSpeed.



• Avoid fragmentation and redundancy: Every in-
formation concerning one domain object should
be described local to that object to avoid frag-
mentation and redundancy. E.g., when introduc-
ing product category car, its information should
be described in one object, which avoids dis-
tributing information along various objects and
redundant modeling of relationships (cf. Figure
1).

• Relationships: The modeling approach should
support relationships between objects and their
specialization at different levels of abstraction.
For example, it should be possible to associate
products with companies and to further special-
ize this relationship by specifying that cars can
only be produced by car manufacturers.

• Queries: To work with multi-level models, sup-
port for queries and navigation between levels is
required. Queries can refer to different levels and
objects, e.g. to retrieve all car models (i.e. all ob-
jects at level product model belonging to product
category car). To determine e.g. the taxRate ap-
plying to myPorsche911CarreraS, navigation be-
tween levels of abstraction is necessary.

3 Multi-Level Objects

Based on multi-level modeling requirements presented
in Section 2, we introduce, exemplify and formally de-
fine m-objects and their concretization in this section.
We first describe m-objects and how one m-object
can concretize another m-object. We then look at
the roles which a m-object plays in such a concretiza-
tion. Building on a formal definition of m-objects
we specify rules for consistent concretization of m-
objects and for consistent concretization hierarchies.
Note that the basic concepts of m-object hierarchies
could alternatively be described by providing a map-
ping to UML and OCL, or to the Higher-order Entity-
Relationship Model (HERM) (Thalheim 2000). Our
concise definitions are independent of a specific con-
ceptual modeling language and well suited for defin-
ing consistency rules and operators for working with
m-objects (cf. Section 5).

A m-object encapsulates and arranges abstraction
levels in a linear order from the most abstract to the
most concrete one. Thereby, it describes itself and the
common properties of the objects at each level of the
concretization hierarchy beneath itself. A m-object
that concretizes another m-object, the parent, inher-
its all levels except for the top-level of the parent. It
may also specialize the inherited levels or even intro-
duce new levels. A m-object specifies concrete values
for the properties of the top-level. This top-level has a
special role in that it describes the m-object itself. All
other levels describe common properties of m-objects
beneath itself.

Definition 1 (M-Object). A m-object o =
(Lo, Ao, po, lo, do, vo) consists of a set of levels Lo,
taken from a universe of levels L and a set of at-
tributes Ao, taken from a universe of attributes A.
The levels Lo are organized in a linear order, as de-
fined by partial function parent po : Lo → Lo, which
associates with each level its parent level. Each at-
tribute is associated with one level, defined by function
lo : Ao → Lo, and has a domain, defined by function
do : Ao → D (where D is a universe of data types).
Optionally, an attribute has a value from its domain,
defined by partial function vo : Ao → V , where V is
a universe of data values, and vo(a) ∈ do(a) iff vo(a)
is defined.

We alternatively represent the order of levels by
parent relation Po ⊆ (Lo × Lo), where (l′, l) ∈ Po iff
po(l′) = l; and denote its transitive closure by P+

o and
its transitive and reflexive closure by P ∗o . We denote
the top-level by l̂o and the set of attributes associated
with the top-level by Âo . Further, we say that a m-
object is at level l if l is its top-level. We denote by O
the set of m-objects. M-objects, levels, and attributes
have names, defined by function n : O ∪ L ∪ A → N ,
where N is the universe of names. Levels of the same
m-object must have distinct names. The names of
attributes that are associated with the same level of
a m-object must be unique as well.

Example 2. Consider m-object Product of Figure 2,
which consists of four levels with one attribute each.
Level category is the parent level of level model. At-
tribute taxRate is associated with level category, has
domain Integer and does not define a value. The m-
object is at level catalog as this level is its top-level.
The top-level defines attribute desc of domain String
and specifies value ‘Our Products’ for this attribute.

A m-object can concretize another m-object,
which is referred to as its parent. A concretize-
relationship comprises classification-, generalization-
and aggregation-relationships between the levels of a
m-object and the levels of its parent, as follows:

• Classification - Instantiation: Each m-object
can be regarded as an instance of its parent m-
object. In particular, the top-level of a m-object
is an instance of the second top-level of its parent
m-object. A m-object must adopt all levels from
its parent except for the parents top-level and it
can specify values for its attributes.

• Generalization - Specialization: The level de-
scriptions of a m-object correspond to subclasses
of the corresponding levels of its parent. The m-
object can define new levels or add attributes to
levels. Thereby, a m-object must not change the
relative order of levels it inherits from its parent.

• Aggregation - Decomposition: The concretization
path between m-objects of different levels ex-
presses an aggregation hierarchy at the instance
level. At the schema level the aggregation hierar-
chy is given by the order of levels of a m-object.

Example 3 (concretization). M-object Car con-
cretizes m-object Product in Figure 2. The con-
cretization relationship expresses classification: m-
object Car is instance of level category of m-object
Product because level category, which is the first non-
top-level of m-object Product, is its top-level. It also
specifies a value for its attribute taxRate. M-object
Car specializes m-object Product by introducing a
new level brand and adding attribute maxSpeed to
level model and attribute mileage to level physical
entity. The level model of m-object Car can be re-
garded as a subclass of level model of m-object Prod-
uct. Cars are further categorized into brands, models
and physical entities. These levels define the aggre-
gation hierarchy.

When organizing m-objects in a hierarchy, the
name of each m-object, given by function n : O → N ,
must be unique within the direct descendants of its
parent. M-objects organized in a concretization hi-
erarchy inherit properties and functions from their
parent m-objects and, thus, may only be partially de-
fined. A child m-object o′ inherits from its parent
m-object o all properties, i.e. levels, attributes (and
relationships, cf. Section 4), and function definitions
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Figure 2: Concretization hierarchy of a product catalog along multiple levels (inherited attributes not shown)

beyond the parent’s top-level. The inherited prop-
erties are available in all function definitions of the
child (po′ , lo′ , do′ , vo′). These functions, if only par-
tially specified at the child, are extended for unde-
fined arguments using the corresponding functions of
the parent (po, lo, do, vo). In the following definition
of a consistent concretization, we assume that par-
tially defined m-objects have already been extended
as just described.

Definition 2 (Consistent Concretization). A m-
object o′ is a consistent concretization of another m-
object o iff

1. Each level of o, except for the top-level, is also a
level of o′: (Lo \ {l̂o}) ⊆ Lo′ (level containment)

2. All attributes of o, except for the attributes of
the top-level, also exist in o′, (Ao \ Âo) ⊆ Ao′
(attribute containment)

3. The relative order of common levels of o and o′

is the same: l, l′ ∈ (Lo′ ∩ Lo) : (l, l′) ∈ P+
o′ →

(l, l′) ∈ P+
o (level order compatibility)

4. Common attributes are associated with the same
level, have the same domain, and the same value,
if defined: For a ∈ (Ao′ ∩Ao):

(a) lo(a) = lo′(a) (stability of attribute levels)
(b) do(a) = do′(a) (stability of attribute do-

mains)
(c) vo(a) is defined → vo(a) = vo′(a) (compat-

ibility of attribute values)

Example 4 (consistent concretization). M-object
Car is a consistent concretization of m-object Prod-
uct in Figure 2. Except for the top-level catalog,
each level of Product also exists in Car (level contain-
ment). The same is true for all attributes, i.e. Car

only misses attribute desc, which is a top-level at-
tribute of Product (attribute containment). The lev-
els have the same order in both m-objects, e.g. in
each m-object level category comes before level model
(level order compatibility). Both m-objects associate
attribute taxRate with level category (stability of at-
tribute levels) and define domain Integer for this at-
tribute (stability of attribute domains). If m-object
Product defined a value for this attribute, the value
would need to be 20 to ensure compatibility of at-
tribute values.

M-objects do not only inherit levels and attributes
from their parents, but can also introduce new levels
and add attributes to levels. M-objects use names
instead of numeric potencies to identify levels, which
enables introducing additional levels without affecting
existing navigation paths.

Example 5 (extensibility). In Figure 2, m-object
Car inherits levels category, model and physical en-
tity from m-object Product. It adds level brand
to define that cars are further categorized by their
brand. Note that the additional level brand applies
only to descendant m-objects of Car and not to other
sub-hierarchies such as descendants of Book. Addi-
tionally, m-object Car extends level definitions of m-
object Product by adding attribute maxSpeed to level
model and attribute mileage to level physical entity.

By concretizing a set of m-objects, the m-objects
form concretization hierarchies. There do not only ex-
ist consistency criteria for individual concretizations,
but also for such hierarchies, which are explained in
Definition 3.

Definition 3 (Consistent Concretization Hierarchy
of M-Objects). A concretization hierarchy of a set of
m-objects O is defined by an acyclic relation H ⊆ O×
O, which forms a forest (set of trees). Let o, o′ ∈ O,
then o′ is said to be a direct concretization of o or



o′ concretises o, if (o′, o) ∈ H, and to be an indirect
concretization of o if (o′, o) ∈ H+. A concretization
hierarchy H of a set of m-objects O is consistent, iff

1. Each o ∈ O is a m-object according to Definition
1.

2. For each pair of m-objects (o′, o) ∈ H, o′ is a
consistent concretization of o according to Defi-
nition 2.

3. Each attribute and level is introduced at only one
m-object:

(a) a ∈ (Ao ∩ Ao′) : ∃ō ∈ O : (o, ō) ∈ H ∧
(o′, ō) ∈ H ∧ a ∈ Aō (unique induction rule
for attributes)

(b) l ∈ (Lo∩Lo′) : ∃ō ∈ O : (o, ō) ∈ H∧(o′, ō) ∈
H∧ l ∈ Lō (unique induction rule for levels)

Example 6 (concretization hierarchy). In Figure 2,
m-object Porsche911 is a direct concretization of m-
object Car and an indirect concretization of m-object
Product. M-objects Book and Car have a common
attribute taxRate. To be consistent, these m-objects
must have a common ancestor in the concretization
hierarchy, which also defines this attribute, namely
m-object Product in the example.

Each m-object plays multiple roles with regard to
the classical semantic abstraction hierarchies: (i) A
m-object can be regarded as an aggregate object of its
children m-objects. (ii) It represents for each level of
direct or indirect descendants the class of descendant
m-objects of that level. Therefore it plays multiple
class roles in multiple generalization hierarchies. (iii)
Concerning classification hierarchies, it plays multi-
ple class and metan class (meta, meta-meta class, ...)
roles: For a given n, where n is less than the num-
ber of levels of descendants, a m-object plays multiple
metan class roles for various combinations of levels of
descendants. We discuss this in the remainder of this
section.

A m-object represents for each level of direct or in-
direct descendants the class of descendant m-objects
of that level. The notion of class refers first to the
common structure (often referred to as type of a class)
and second to the set of descendant m-objects at a
specific level (often referred to as extension or mem-
bers of a class). To refer to the set of m-objects at
level l beneath m-object o, we write o〈l〉. For exam-
ple, car〈model〉 refers to the set of m-objects at level
model beneath m-object Car.

Definition 4 (Class Extension). The class of m-
objects of m-object o ∈ O at level l ∈ Lo, denoted
as o〈l〉, is defined by
o〈l〉 def= {o′ | (o′, o) ∈ H∗ ∧ l̂o′ = l}.
Example 7 (Class extension). M-object Product
possesses the following classes:

Product〈catalog〉 = {Product}
Product〈category〉 = {Book, Car}
Product〈model〉 = {HarryPotter4, Porsche911CarreraS,

Porsche911GT3}
Product〈physical entity〉 = {myCopyOfHP4,

myPorsche911CarreraS}

A m-object does not only define a class for each of
its levels, but also, implicitly, multiple metan-classes.
In this paper we limit the discussion on metan-classes
on their extensional role, i.e. a meta-class considered
as a set of classes, and do not deal with the structural
role of meta-classes (meta-types).

Definition 5 (Meta-Classes and their Extensions).

1. For each m-object o and each pair of levels
(l0, l1) ∈ P+

o meta-class o〈l1〈l0〉〉 is defined as
the set of classes containing for each m-object o′
that is a descendant of o at level l1 class o′〈l0〉,
i.e.
o〈l1〈l0〉〉 def= {o′〈l0〉 | o′ ∈ o〈l1〉}.

2. For o ∈ O and l0 ∈ Lo meta-class o〈〈l0〉〉 is the
set of all classes containing m-objects at level l0
and that are descendants of o, i.e.,
o〈 〈l0〉〉 def= {o′〈l0〉 | (o′, o) ∈ H∗}

Example 8 (meta-classes and their extension). The
following meta-classes are based on m-object Prod-
uct, as given by Figure 2 (Singleton-meta-classes like
Product〈catalog〈category〉〉 are omitted):

Product〈category〈model〉〉 = {Car〈model〉, Book〈model〉}
Product〈category〈physical entity〉〉 = {Car〈physical entity〉,

Book〈physical entity〉}
Product〈model〈physical entity〉〉 = {HarryPotter4〈physical

entity〉, Porsche911CarreraS〈physical entity〉,
Porsche911GT3〈physical entity〉 }

Product〈〈model〉〉 = {Product〈model〉, Car〈model〉,
Book〈model〉, Porsche911〈model〉}

Product〈〈physical entity〉〉 = {Product〈physical entity〉,
Car〈physical entity〉, Book〈physical entity〉,
HarryPotter4〈physical entity〉, Porsche911〈physical
entity〉, Porsche911CarreraS〈physical entity〉,
Porsche911GT3〈physical entity〉 }

Definition 6 (Metan-Classes and their Extensions).

1. For each m-object o and (n+1)-tuple of
levels (l0, l1, . . . , ln), where n>1 and for
i=1..n : (li−1, li) ∈ P+

o , metan-class
o〈ln〈ln−1 . . . 〈l0〉 . . .〉〉 is defined as the fol-
lowing set of metan−1-classes:
{o′〈n−1ln−1 . . . 〈0l0〉 . . .〉 | o′ ∈ o〈ln〉}.

2. For each m-object o and each level l0 ∈ Lo metan-
class (n > 1) is the following set of metan−1-
classes
{o′〈n−1ln−1 . . . 〈0l0〉 . . .〉 | (o′, o) ∈ H∗ ∧ (∀i ∈
1..n-1 : (li−1, li) ∈ P+

o′ )}
Example 9 (metan-classes and their extensions).
The following meta2-classes are based on m-object
Product, as given by Figure 2 (Singleton-metan-
classes like Product〈catalog〈category〈model〉〉〉 are
omitted):

Product〈category〈model〈physical entity〉〉〉 =
{Car〈model〈physical entity〉〉, Book〈model〈physical
entity〉〉}

Product〈〈〈physical entity〉〉〉 = {Product〈category〈physical
entity〉〉, Product〈model〈physical entity〉〉,
Car〈brand〈physical entity〉〉, Car〈model〈physical entity〉〉,
Book〈model〈physical entity〉〉}

4 Multi-Level Relationships

In this section we introduce, exemplify and formally
define multi-level relationships (m-relationships) as a
high-level modeling primitive for modeling relation-
ships at multiple levels of abstraction. We exem-
plify that, when using traditional modeling and con-
straint languages (e.g. UML with OCL), dependen-
cies between different abstraction levels of a relation-
ship have to be modeled explicitly and specifically for
each such relationship. We therefore advocate the
use of m-relationships as a generic alternative. We
show how m-relationships connect m-objects at mul-
tiple levels, how they can be concretized, and we look
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Figure 3: Basic Idea of Multi-Level Relationships (simplified), Left: UML and OCL, Right: M-Relationships

at the roles which they can play in concretizations.
Finally, we define rules for consistent concretization
of m-relationships. For simplicity, we consider only
binary relationships in this paper and do not consider
cardinality constraints.

So far we have shown how to reduce accidental
complexity by describing domain-objects at multiple
levels of abstraction through m-objects. Similarly, re-
lationships occur at multiple levels of abstraction. We
exemplify this below.

Example 10 (Sample Problem continued). Consider
our sample product catalog (Example 1). It describes
products at three levels of abstraction (physical en-
tity, model and category) and it describes the com-
panies in which products are produced at three lev-
els as well (factory, enterprise, and industrial sector).
Relationship producedBy between levels physical en-
tity and factory can be abstracted to product model
and enterprise and further to product category and
industrial sector. The following dependencies exist
between these abstraction levels of relationship pro-
ducedBy : (1) A physical entity can only be produced
at a factory that belongs to an enterprise that pro-
duces the corresponding product model. (2) A prod-
uct model can only be produced at an enterprise that
belongs to an industrial sector that produces the cor-
responding product category. Specifically, product
category Car is produced by industrial sector Car-
Manufacturer, each model of car brand Porsche911
is produced by Porsche Ltd and physical entity my-
Porsche911CarreraS is produced by factory Porsche
Zuffenhausen.

Using standard UML (without OCL) one could
specialize an association (e.g. producedBy between
PhysicalEntity and Factory) for each specialization of
the associated classes (e.g. Porsche911PhysicalEntity
and PorscheFactory). But it is not possible to ex-
press implicitly through UML modeling primitives
alone the above identified dependencies between the
different abstraction levels of a relationship (e.g. that
a physical entity can only be produced by a factory
that belongs to an enterprise that produces the cor-
respondent product model).

Dependencies between abstraction levels of a re-
lationship could be expressed explicitly using a con-
straint language like OCL. Thereby the relationship
has to be split into multiple associations (each repre-
sentig one abstraction level). Then, the dependencies
can be modeled by explicit and relationship-specific
constraints that are imposed from a higher to a lower
level of abstraction of the producedBy relationship
(cf. left part of Figure 3). In HERM (Thalheim 2000)
dependencies between relationships are defined more
concisely by path inclusion constraints, but still have
to be defined explicitly and relationship-specific.

The basic idea of m-relationships is to provide a

high-level modeling primitive that (1) encapsulates
different abstraction levels of a relationship (cf. right
part of Figure 3), (2) implies extensional constraints
between different abstraction levels of a relationship
(as exemplified above), (3) supports heterogenous hi-
erarchies (e.g. additional level brand at category
Car), and (4) can be exploited for navigating and
querying. This leads to application models that are
easier to define, understand, and maintain.

The use of a high-level modeling primitive for m-
relationships is favorable over modeling multiple as-
sociations with associated explicit constraints; such
as modeling a composition in UML is favorable
over modeling a simple association and defining its
composition-semantics using OCL. This approach is
in line with the aim of semanic data models to ”pro-
vide high-level modeling primitives to capture the se-
mantics of an application environment” (Hammer &
McLeod 1981).

M-relationships are analogous to m-objects in that
they describe relationships between m-objects at mul-
tiple levels of abstraction. M-relationships are bi-
directional. To facilitate referencing objects involved
in binary relationships, we take, however, a (poten-
tially) arbitrary directional perspective by consider-
ing one object in the source role and the other ob-
ject in the target role of the relationship. Each m-
relationship links a source m-object with a target m-
object. Additionally, it connects one or more pairs of
levels of the source and the target. These connections
between source- and target-levels constitute the ab-
straction levels of a m-relationship. They define that
m-objects at source-level are related with m-objects
at target-level. (Remember that a m-object is at a
certain level if this level is its top level.) We note
that the generic roles source and target, which we in-
troduced here for simplicity, may be easily replaced
by relationship-specific role names.
Definition 7 (M-Relationship). Let O denote a uni-
verse of m-objects. A m-relationship r = (sr, tr, Cr)
consists of two m-objects, sr ∈ O and tr ∈ O, linked
by m-relationship r. M-relationship r connects lev-
els of source m-object sr, Lsr ⊆ L, to levels of target
m-object tr, Ltr ⊆ L, as specified by Cr ⊆ (Lsr×Ltr ).

We denote by R the set of m-relationships. Each
m-relationship r ∈ R has a name defined by function
n : R → N where the name must be unique only
between the m-objects it links.
Example 11 (m-relationship). To model that car
models have a designer, Figure 4 introduces a re-
lationship designedBy between source m-object Car
and target m-object Person. More precisely, it links
source-level model of m-object Car to target-level in-
dividual of m-object Person. While relationship de-
signedBy only links one source-level with one target-
level, relationship producedBy between Product and
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Figure 4: Product catalog modeled with m-objects and m-relationships

Company specifies multiple source- and target-levels.
The relationship expresses that product categories are
produced by industrial sectors, product models by en-
terprises and physical entities by factories.

Multiple pairs of source-target-levels express that
the relationship exists at multiple levels of abstrac-
tion. To be consistent, a m-relationship must only
specify source levels and target levels that exist in
the source object and target object, respectively. Ad-
ditionally, the relative order between source- and
target-levels must be the same. Informally, this
means that connections between source- and target-
levels must not cross, a property which we call multi-
level coherence.

Definition 8 (Multi-Level Coherence). A m-
relationship r is multi-level coherent iff for (ls, lt) ∈
Cr, (l′s, l′t) ∈ Cr → (((ls, l′s) ∈ P ∗sr

∧ (lt, l′t) ∈ P ∗tr
) ∨

((l′s, ls) ∈ P ∗sr
∧ (l′t, lt) ∈ P ∗tr

)).

Example 12 (multi-level coherence). Looking at m-
relationship producedBy between Car and CarManu-
facturer of Figure 4, multi-level coherence is fulfilled
because the relative order of pairs of source-target-
levels (category to industrial sector, model to enter-
prise, physical entity to factory) complies with the
relative order of target-levels (industrial sector, en-
terprise, factory) at target m-object Company.

Like m-objects, m-relationships can be con-
cretized. Concretizing a m-relationship means to sub-
stitute its source or its target for a direct or indirect
concretization. The concretizes-relationship between
two m-relationships expresses instantiation and/or
specialization.

Example 13 (concretization). Consider m-
relationship designedBy between m-objects Car and
Person in Figure 4. M-relationship designedBy be-
tween m-objects Porsche911CarreraS and Mr.Black
concretizes this m-relationship. In this case, the
concretization solely represents an instantiation,
i.e. no further concretization is possible. Now look
at m-relationship producedBy between m-objects
Product and Company. M-relationship producedBy
between Car and CarManufacturer concretizes this
m-relationship, expressing that cars can only be
produced by car manufacturers. This concretization
further defines that each car model must be produced
by enterprises that belong to the car manufacturer
sector. Similarly, each physical entity of cars must
be produced by a factory of the car manufacturer
sector.

Dependent on the levels which a m-relationship
connects, it can play various roles:

• Relationship class: A relationship that links a
non-top-level of the source m-object with a non-
top-level of the target m-object can be regarded
as a relationship class. It defines that m-objects
at the source-level may or must — depending on
whether the relationship is optional or manda-
tory, a distinction which we do not discuss in
this paper — have a relationship with m-objects
at the target-level, which are concretizations of
the target m-object. A m-relationship that links
n pairs of non-top-levels, with n ≥ 2, can further
be seen as a metan−1 relationship class because
these links constrain how this relationship has to
be further concretized.

• Relationship occurrence: A m-relationship that
links the top-level of the source m-object with
the top-level of the target m-object can be seen
as relationship occurrence.

• Shared relationship: A m-relationship that links
a non-top-level with a top-level is shared with
lower levels, i.e. it is applicable to m-objects
at this non-top-level. It cannot be further con-
cretized by m-objects that still possess that non-
top-level, but only by more concrete m-objects
beneath.

Example 14 (roles of m-relationships). In Fig-
ure 4, the relationship designedBy between source
car model and target person individual can be re-
garded as a relationship class, defining that each
car model may or must (see above) have a rela-
tionship with an individual person. In our exam-
ple, there is such a relationship between the car
model Porsche911CarreraS and the individual person
Mr.Black. This relationship represents a relationship
occurrence. Similarly, relationship producedBy be-
tween Product and Company connects source-level
model of m-object Product with target-level enter-
prise of m-object Company, which is a relationship
class. There is no explicit relationship occurrence
between m-object Porsche911CarreraS and m-object
Porsche Ltd. But there is a shared relationship be-
tween m-objects Porsche911 and Porsche Ltd at the
respective levels. This relationship defines that each
Porsche911 model, i.e. including Porsche911CarreraS,
is produced by Porsche Ltd. It also takes the role of a
relationship class, constraining the producers of phys-
ical entities of Porsche911 to factories of Porsche Ltd.



The relationship cannot be further concretized by m-
object Porsche911CarreraS, which still possesses the
(former) non-top-level model, but only at m-object
myPorsche911CarreraS.

M-relationships can be concretized like m-objects.
This is achieved by concretizing source and target
objects. For a consistent concretization of a m-
relationship to a more concrete m-relationship, both
relationships must connect the same levels with re-
gard to their common levels.

Definition 9 (Consistent Concretization of M-Rela-
tionships). A m-relationship r′ is a consistent con-
cretization of m-relationship r iff

1. r′ concretizes the source object or the target ob-
ject of r, or concretizes both objects related by
r: ((sr′ , sr) ∈ H+ ∧ (tr′ , tr) ∈ H∗) ∨ ((sr′ , sr) ∈
H∗ ∧ (tr′ , tr) ∈ H+) (source and/or target con-
cretization)

2. r and r′ connect the same source-target levels for
the levels shared between its source and target
objects: ls ∈ (Lsr

∩ Lsr′ ), lt ∈ (Ltr
∩ Ltr′ ) →

((ls, lt) ∈ Cr ↔ (ls, lt) ∈ Cr′) (stability of source-
target levels)

Example 15 (consistent concretization). M-
relationship producedBy between Car and Car-
Manufacturer is a consistent concretization of
m-relationship producedBy between Product and
Company in Figure 4. Its source Car concretizes
Product and its target CarManufacturer concretizes
Company (target and/or source concretization).
Both relationships have the same pairs of source-
target-levels (category to industrial sector, model to
enterprise, physical entity to factory) and thus fulfill
stability of source-target levels.

Like m-objects, m-relationships are organized in
a concretization hierarchy, defined by an acyclic re-
lation HR ⊆ R × R, which forms a forest (set of
trees). A concretization hierarchy HR of a set of
m-relationships R is consistent, iff for each pair of
m-relationships (r′, r) ∈ HR, r′ is a consistent con-
cretization of r.

5 Working with M-Objects

In this section, we show how to create and query m-
objects and m-relationships, which can be achieved
by extending existing data manipulation and query
languages. As sample language, we briefly sketch
multi-level SQL (M-SQL), which is a homogenous,
light-weight extension to SQL-3, by examples. A full
presentation of the language is beyond the scope of
the paper. We first demonstrate how to create m-
objects and m-relationships and then define upward
navigability, and navigation along m-relationships as
basis for querying m-objects and m-relationships.

To create multi-level models, M-SQL introduces
an operator to create resp. concretize m-objects and
m-relationships. Figure 5 exemplifies how to create
m-object Product and its concretization Car using M-
SQL. It also shows how to create the m-relationship
producedBy between Product and Company, and its
concretization to relationship producedBy between
Car and CarManufacturer.

Upward navigation allows direct and stable ac-
cess from a m-object o to its ancestor m-object at
a specific level l, denoted by o[l]. For example, to
navigate from m-object myPorsche911CarreraS to its
ancestor at level category, i.e. Car, we write my-
Porsche911CarreraS[category].

CREATE M-OBJECT Product
(catalog (desc STRING),
category (taxRate INTEGER),
model (listPrice FLOAT),
physicalEntity (serialNr STRING)),

SET desc = "Our Products";

CREATE M-RELATIONSHIP producedBy
BETWEEN Product AND Company
CONNECTING (category TO industrialSector,

model TO enterprise,
physicalEntity TO factory);

CREATE M-OBJECT Car UNDER Product
ADD LEVEL brand UNDER LEVEL category

(marketLaunch DATE),
ALTER LEVEL model ADD (maxSpeed INTEGER),
ALTER LEVEL physicalEntity ADD

(mileage INTEGER),
SET category.taxRate = 20;

CREATE M-RELATIONSHIP producedBy BETWEEN
Car AND CarManufacturer UNDER
producedBy BETWEEN Product AND Company;

Figure 5: Creating m-objects Product and Car and
m-relationships producedBy as shown in Figures 2
and 4

Definition 10 (Upward Navigation). The ancestor
m-object of m-object o ∈ O at level l ∈ Lo, denoted as
o[l], is defined by
o[l] def= o′ : (o, o′) ∈ H∗ ∧ l̂o′ = l.

Navigation along multi-level relationships is simi-
lar to dereferencing references in SQL-3. But, navi-
gation in the context of concretization hierarchies of
m-relationships is multi-faceted and expresses that all
concretizations of a given m-relationship are to be tra-
versed that lead to a m-object at some specified level.

Definition 11 (Navigation along m-relationships).
The set of target m-objects ( source m-objects) at level
l reached by traversing a concretization of relationship
r from source m-object ( from target m-object, resp.)
o, denoted as o->r〈l〉 (o<-r〈l〉, resp.), is defined by
o->r〈l〉 def= {o′ ∈ O | ∃r′ ∈ R : (r′, r) ∈ H∗

R ∧ sr′ =
o ∧ tr′ = o′ ∧ l̂o′ = l}
(o<-r〈l〉 def= {o′ ∈ O | ∃r′ ∈ R : (r′, r) ∈ H∗

R ∧ tr′ =
o ∧ sr′ = o′ ∧ l̂o′ = l}).

Class extension, upward navigation and naviga-
tion along m-relationships serve as basis for extending
SQL-3’s select-statement to support querying multi-
level models. Identifiers of classes of m-objects of
the form o〈l〉 can be used where SQL-3 allows table
names, primarily in the FROM-part of select state-
ments. Upward navigation of the form o[l] is al-
lowed where SQL-3 allows dereferencing references,
primarily in the select- and where-part of select state-
ments. Navigation along m-relationships is allowed
where dereferencing of references is expected.

SELECT c.maxSpeed, c.listPrice *
(1 + c[category].taxRate)) AS grossPrice

FROM Car<model> c
WHERE c->Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer<enterprise>

= PorscheLtd;

Figure 6: M-SQL query retrieving information about
car models



Example 16 (M-SQL query). Figure 6 demonstrates
how to query all car models (class Car〈model〉) that
are produced by car manufacturer PorscheLtd (nav-
igation along concretisations of m-relationship pro-
ducedBy between Car and CarManufacturer, iden-
tified by Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer, to m-
objects at level enterprise), retrieving their maxSpeed
and their grossPrice (using upward navigation).

Variables can be used in place of object names in
class or metan-class identifiers to refer to classes or
metan-classes in queries. Such identifiers can be used
wherever table names are expected in SQL-3.

1)SELECT m.name, c.taxRate, m.listPrice
FROM Product<category> c, c<model> m
WHERE c.taxRate > 15 AND m<physicalEntity>.COUNT > 10

2)SELECT mp.name, mp.COUNT
FROM Product<model<physical entity>> mp

Figure 7: Querying members of members and meta-
classes

Example 17 (Querying members of members).
Query 1 in Figure 7 retrieves the name, the tax rate
and the list price of each product model that belongs
to a product category with a taxRate higher than 15
and which have more than 10 members at level physi-
cal entity. Query 2 retrieves for m-object Product the
size of each class of physical entities at level model,
i.e. in our running example: (HarryPotter4〈physical
entity〉,1), (Porsche911CarreraS〈physical entity〉,1),
(Porsche911GT3〈physical entity〉,0).

6 Related Work

Several approaches have been presented in recent
years to model domain objects at multiple levels of
abstraction. The prevailing techniques are materi-
alization (Goldstein & Storey 1994, Pirotte et al.
1994, Dahchour et al. 2002), powertypes (Odell 1998,
Henderson-Sellers & Gonzalez-Perez 2005, Gonzalez-
Perez & Henderson-Sellers 2006), and potency-based
deep instantiation (Atkinson & Kühne 2001, Kühne
& Schreiber 2007). Note that each approach has been
developed with a different focus in mind and that
therefore the approaches complement one another. In
this section, we compare these approaches with re-
gard to the requirements presented in Section 2. For
a detailed comparison of these different approaches
see (Neumayr & Schrefl 2008). We conclude with an
overview of further related work. For a comprehensive
introduction to meta-modeling and multi-level mod-
eling we refer to (Olivé 2007).

To the best of our knowledge, modeling of relation-
ships at multiple levels of abstractions, as presented
in this paper, has not been studied so far. To some
extent, type parameters provided by some object-
oriented languages can be used as a work-around (for
an overview see (Bruce 2002)). In the absence of a
modeling primitive for m-relationships in traditional
conceptual modeling, multiple associations and ex-
plicit constraints between these associations have to
be used to represent relationships at multiple levels
of abstraction. In UML, these dependencies can be
defined using the object constraint language (OCL)
(cf. Figure 3). Similarly, in the Higher-order Entity-
Relationship Model (HERM) (Thalheim 2000), these
dependencies can be defined using path inclusion con-
straints.

Materialization (Goldstein & Storey 1994, Pirotte
et al. 1994, Dahchour et al. 2002) is a generic relation-
ship type, which can be regarded as a special kind of

aggregation (aggregation in its broader sense as used
in this paper). Each materialization relationship con-
nects two object classes, a more abstract with a more
concrete one. In this respect, this approach supports
multiple levels of abstraction. To add attributes to
non-uniform objects (e.g. book vs. car), it provides
a very flexible and powerful attribute propagation
mechanism. Propagation of attribute definitions over
more than one materialization level could be accom-
plished by composing attribute propagation types T1
and T3 (as sketched in (Neumayr & Schrefl 2008)),
however this might harm readability of models. Ma-
terialization is not suited for adding additional levels
to certain sub-hierarchies and it does not offer special
support for relationships and querying.

Powertypes were introduced by Odell (Odell 1998)
and are further investigated by Henderson-Sellers and
Gonzalez-Perez (Henderson-Sellers & Gonzalez-Perez
2005, Gonzalez-Perez & Henderson-Sellers 2006), es-
pecially as a basis for software engineering methodol-
ogy. The powertype approach also offers support for
ontological multi-level modeling as discussed in this
paper. A powertype describes common properties of
direct subclasses of the class it is associated with. A
cascaded setup of multiple powertypes can be used to
describe more than one level beneath some class, i.e.
common properties of indirect subclasses on a specific
level of the generalization hierarchy. By specializing
powertypes, this approach supports extensibility but
does not completely avoid fragmentation and redun-
dancy.

Ontological metamodeling with potency-based deep
instantiation was introduced by Atkinson and Kühne
(Atkinson & Kühne 2001). They also introduced the
distinction between ontological and linguistic meta-
modeling (Atkinson & Kühne 2003). Later, Kühne
extended this approach to programming with multi-
level models (Kühne & Schreiber 2007). Deep instan-
tiation supports unbound classification levels. Con-
sidering the examples given by Kühne in (Kühne
& Schreiber 2007), they would model our sample
problem by combining deep instantiation and sub-
classing. Deep instantiation enables to define at-
tributes of objects not only in their class, but also
in a metan-class. With regard to extensibility, it
supports adding attributes, levels and relationships.
However, new classification levels apply to all sub-
hierarchies, which complicates modeling non-uniform
sub-hierarchies. Concerning fragmentation, deep in-
stantiation cannot avoid multiple unconnected model
elements on different classification levels. While this
approach supports relationships and their specializa-
tion, it does not consider multi-level relationships.
As a work-around, similar results could be achieved
by using type parameters as shown in (Kühne &
Schreiber 2007).

In the field of database design and conceptual
modeling, starting from the classical work on se-
mantic data models (for an overview see (Schrefl
et al. 1984, Hull & King 1987, Peckham & Maryan-
ski 1988)), a lot of research has been centered around
classification, generalization and aggregation. Con-
cerning multiple classification levels, Klas and Schrefl
provided an approach to deep instantiation for multi-
level object-oriented databases (Klas & Schrefl 1995).
Telos (Mylopoulos et al. 1990) and its successor Con-
ceptBase (Jarke et al. 1995) allowed unbound classifi-
cation levels. Troyer and Janssen embed schemas into
Schema Object Types and discuss its implication on
subtyping (Troyer & Janssen 1993).



7 Conclusion

Applications of m-objects and m-relationships are
manifold. As information systems grow in size or pre-
viously independent systems are integrated across re-
lated domains, the need to handle levels of similar, yet
non-uniform objects arises. This need arises not only
for conceptual models as such, but also and especially
for data warehouses. Data warehouses that aggregate
data from multiple organisations or enterprises with
heterogenous information systems have to deal with
heterogenous dimension hierarchies. M-object hierar-
chies can be used to cope with these heterogenities.
Take for example a sales cube, modeled using the Di-
mensional Fact Model (Golfarelli et al. 1998), with
three dimensions, product, location and date, where
the product dimension consists of two levels, namely
model and category. Using the basic Dimensional
Fact Model, it is not possible to define that some
product categories have additional levels, like in our
sample problem (see Example 1), products of cate-
gory car have an additional level, namely brand. In
order to support modeling of such heterogenous di-
mension hierarchies in an extended Dimensional Fact
Model one can simply replace the dimension product
by m-object product and reuse its heterogenous level
structure.

Apart from domain and data warehouse modeling,
m-objects and m-relationships can serve as a basis for
corresponding extensions of object-oriented program-
ming languages, object-oriented and object-relational
databases as well as for customizing information sys-
tems.

M-objects and m-relationships constitute a novel
approach to multi-level domain modeling, which sup-
ports modeling objects and relationships at multi-
ple levels of abstraction. The concretization hi-
erarchy of m-objects combines aspects of the dif-
ferent abstraction hierarchies classification, gener-
alization and aggregation, which avoids fragmenta-
tion and redundancy in modeling. Extending m-
objects along the concretization hierarchy enables to
model non-uniform objects as well as non-uniform
sub-hierarchies. M-relationships link m-objects at
multiple levels of abstraction and can be specialized
along the concretization hierarchy. Working with m-
objects and m-relationships is supported by M-SQL,
which extends SQL-3 to create and query multi-level
models.
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